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DEFENSIVE LINE (8) 
 
Justin Harrell: Looked pretty stout at DE after six days of practice in August before 
recurring back woes eventually sent him to injured reserve. In three seasons he played a 
total of 301 snaps, sitting out 36 of a possible 51 games. Looks like an injury-prone bust 
but probably will receive one last shot. Grade: Incomplete 
 
Cullen Jenkins: Second on the D-line in snaps (795, 75.1%). Second on the team in 
pressures (39); it was his career high but paled in comparison to the 19 he had in four 
games last year. Part of the reason for his so-so production was he played heavier and 
more disciplined because of the run responsibilities associated with the new defense. The 
other reason is Jenkins isn't a true 3-4 DE. He had a career-high 7½ tackles for loss 
among his 52 tackles, which on a per-snap basis ranked last among the four top D-
linemen. Grade: B 
 
Johnny Jolly: By far his best season. Under the expert tutelage of Mike Trgovac, Jolly 
became much more cognizant of gap control as a 3-4 DE than he had been as a 4-3 DT. A 
hard charger, Jolly resisted some of Trgovac's attempts to rest him and ended up leading 
the D-line with 835 snaps (78.9%). He was third on the unit in tackles per snap. Jolly 
wore down late in the season, especially as a pass rusher, and finished with merely 12 
pressures. To compensate, he stood at the line and batted down a club-record 11 passes. 
Jolly also had four turnover-producing plays, most by a D-lineman since Aaron 
Kampman had four in '06. Now the team will await a disposition of Jolly's felony drug 
charges in Houston before proceeding with contract negotiations. Grade: B 
 
Michael Montgomery: Last year, he played a career-high 523 snaps when injuries 
struck. This year, he had to settle for 64 snaps as the coaches strongly preferred not 
playing anyone less than 300 pounds on base downs. At 275, Montgomery looks miscast 
in the 3-4, but he's tough as an old boot and usually produces more than he should. He 
had 4½ pressures in limited time. Grade: D 
 
Ryan Pickett: Anchor of NFL's No. 1-ranked run defense. Recently turned 30 but hopes 
to play at least five more seasons and is confident that he can. Unselfish team leader. His 
range isn't quite what it used to be, but he's still one of the best at holding firm against 
double-teams. First on the D-line, for the third time in four years, in tackles per snap. 
Grade: B-minus 
 
B.J. Raji: Played 385 snaps (36.4%), had 37 tackles (five for loss) and just three 
pressures. Played four positions: LE, NT and RE in base, DT in nickel. Erratic at the 
point. Flashed big-play explosion but was much more easily displaced by double-teams 
than Pickett or Jolly. His pass rush was disappointing. Wasn't able to string moves 
together, and neither his bull rush nor his edge quickness was good enough to many win 
one-on-ones. High-ankle sprain slowed him until midseason. Staff will demand major 
improvement in his second season. Grade: D-plus 



 
Anthony Toribio: Promoted off practice squad for final two games. Played three snaps 
at NT. Worth another look. Grade: Incomplete 
 
Jarius Wynn: He flashed pass rush and athleticism late in training camp but didn't show 
much in 75 regular-season snaps. He can move and he does play hard. The next step will 
be getting stronger and gaining weight (played at 288) to fit the 3-4 profile. On the naïve 
side. Willing worker. Grade: D 
 
 
LINEBACKERS (10) 
 
Nick Barnett: Coming off reconstructive knee surgery, he didn't begin playing every 
snap until Week 4. Started being physical near midseason and finished strong before 
being lit up for two TD passes in the playoffs. Led club in tackles (126), tackles for loss 
(10) and missed tackles (13). Gave up four plays of 20 yards or more, down from his 
average of 6.5 from 2003-'07, but allowed four of the 8½ TD passes yielded by LBs. Just 
an ordinary blitzer: 15 pressures in team-high 116 rushes. Shut out on turnovers after 
averaging 3.2 in first six seasons. Grade: B 
 
Desmond Bishop: Other than the 1-5 "psycho" package, he almost never played from 
scrimmage. Looked great in past two training camps but when he's asked to play against 
starters his marginal speed seems to catch up with him. Big disappointment on the blitz, 
registered just one pressure in 22 attempts. Led special teams with 23 tackles.  
Grade: D-plus 
 
Brandon Chillar: Versatility led to four-year, $21 million contract extension in 
December. Played WILB and SS in base, played on the line in "Bear" defense and 
covered kicks. Highly athletic, runs well for his size and might be adequate at the point. 
Didn't produce on blitzes (six pressures in 72 shots) and short-circuited a surprising 
number of times in coverage. Might not be able to hold up physically if he had to start. 
Grade: C 
 
A.J. Hawk: Played almost every snap from 2006-'08, but this year Chillar replaced him 
in the nickel when healthy. After a slow start, Hawk came on and played well until 
slipping the last three or four games. Scouts for teams with poor LBs regard Hawk highly 
as an interior stuffer and athlete. But he also lacks sideline-to-sideline range (see playoff 
game) and struggles in one-on-one coverage underneath. His blitzing (70 attempts, three 
pressures) was the worst on the team. Base salary will increase from $3.025 million to 
$4.124 million in 2010, which is a lot to pay for an early-down ILB. Grade: C-plus 
 
Brad Jones: Started eight games at LOLB for an injured Aaron Kampman and did a 
competitive job. Wears the same No. 59 jersey and moves in similar fashion as Wayne 
Simmons from the mid-1990s. Too light for his height at 240 but did play with leverage 
and seldom was blown away at the point. Was the only linebacker not to allow a 20-plus 
play or TD pass, wasn't penalized and missed only two tackles. Up and down as a rusher 
but still finished with 15 pressures. Grade: C-minus 
 
 



Aaron Kampman: Kampman is 30 and, despite knee surgery Dec. 4, remains in control 
of his future. If he wants to go back to being a 4-3 DE, he will have an opportunity. If he 
wants to remain in Green Bay as LOLB in a 3-4, he probably will have an opportunity. 
Money will be the key. A proud man, Kampman isn't looking to work cheap. He 
improved each week, and when Dom Capers in Week 5 started letting him put his hand 
down on some passing downs, his production went up. In all, he played 52 snaps from a 
three-point stance. He had 25½ pressures in nine games. It's entirely possible he could get 
a lot better in the 3-4. Grade: B 
 
Clay Matthews: A nagging hamstring kept him out of the lineup until Week 4. By 
November he was the team's premier pass rusher and big-play linebacker (six of the 10 
turnover-producing plays by LBs were his). Played with sensational energy. When 
blocked, he didn't stay blocked for long. Solid at the point, relentless in chase and 
respectable in zone drops. He led club with 45½ pressures, beating tackles dipping 
around the corner and guards on power-packed stunts. Committed and conscientious. 
Finished a distant third in AP defensive rookie of the year voting. Grade: A-minus 
 
Cyril Obiozor: Promoted from the practice squad and played in last six games. Made 
successful conversion from DE at Texas A&M to OLB in the 3-4. He's big, and he can 
run. Grade: Incomplete 
 
Brady Poppinga: Three-year starter handled his demotion well and contributed on 
special teams. Tough guy against the run but limited in coverage and had only two 
pressures. Grade: D 
 
Jeremy Thompson: Suffered a spinal concussion Dec. 4 in practice and has been 
seeking medical advice about continuing his career. Has a long history of stingers. 
Instantly fits the profile of a 3-4 OLB but must become a lot more physical against the 
run. Grade: D-minus 
 
SECONDARY 
 
Josh Bell: The former Bronco was signed off the street in late November and played five 
games. Was pressed into duty as the nickel back in Pittsburgh because Brandon 
Underwood (hip) was inactive. Thus, it was Bell who gave up the last-second TD pass to 
Mike Wallace that beat Green Bay, 37-36. Did good work as punt-team gunner.  
Grade: D-minus 
 
Atari Bigby: Workmanlike strong safety whom the Packers will always be trying to 
replace. Allowed 4½ of his five TD passes from Weeks 7-10 but played much better 
down the stretch. Tries to be physical but lacks the range to reach a lot of plays. Better 
near the line of scrimmage; however, 16 players registered a tackle for loss and he didn't 
have any. Grade: C 
 
Will Blackmon: Ranked higher (ninth) as a punt returner in 2008 than any Packer since 
Desmond Howard in 1996. Started slowly this year before blowing out his knee in Week 
4. Deficiencies at the ball as a cornerback diminish his overall worth.  
Grade: Incomplete 
 



Jarrett Bush: Seldom-used dime back and No. 4 safety thrust back into his 2007 role as 
nickel back when Al Harris went down in Week 10. Tough and willing. A step slow for 
man-to-man coverage and lacks awareness in zones. Late reactor with no ball skills. The 
Packers matched Tennessee's three-year, $4.5 million offer in mid-March trying to boost 
their special teams. Then Bush had four more special-teams penalties, giving him 10 in 
two years. Grade: D-minus 
 
Nick Collins: With the NFL hurting for capable safeties, the Packers are fortunate to 
have Collins, a second-team all-pro with 13 interceptions in two seasons. He has 
tremendous speed, a good head on his shoulders and can be a jarring tackler. He allowed 
7½ plays of 20 yards or more after averaging 4.3 in his first four seasons. He also had a 
career-high 3½ tackles for loss and missed nine tackles, eight fewer than last year.  
Grade: B-plus 
 
Trevor Ford: Promoted from the practice squad in Week 11 and played three games on 
special teams. Rookie free agent with size. Grade: Incomplete 
 
Matt Giordano: Former Colt (four years, six starts) was signed off the street in Week 3 
when Aaron Rouse was waived. Failed to impress. Grade: D-minus 
 
Al Harris: Other than a 38-yard completion to the 49ers' Michael Crabtree on third and 
20 he didn't have another horrible play in 10 games. Then he blew out his knee. A 
workout fanatic, Harris is attacking his rehabilitation just like another off-season of 
conditioning. There's little doubt he will return in record time and, at 35, be ready for a 
13th season. And there's little doubt the Packers will want him back unless they're 
haunted by his two bad injuries (lacerated spleen, 2008) in the span of two years. Harris 
adjusted surprisingly well to a regular diet of off and zone coverage. He even tackled 
with a little more resolve. Grade: B-minus 
 
Pat Lee: Back and knee injuries limited him to 10 practice days and one exhibition game 
before he went on injured reserve. So, two years after being drafted in the second round, 
Lee has been on the field for 26 snaps and the Packers still have no idea what he is. He's 
probably better than Brandon Underwood, but who knows? Grade: Incomplete 
 
Derrick Martin: Played mostly cornerback for three years in Baltimore, but when the 
Packers traded for him Sept. 5 it was as a safety and special-teams leader. Martin flunked 
at safety, helping lose the first Minnesota game, but excelled on special teams. He's 
bright, outspoken and brimming with energy. Grade: C-minus 
 
Brandon Underwood: He's got size, pretty good speed and isn't afraid to hit. He had the 
third-most tackles for loss (3) of any D-back despite minimal playing time. With 
Underwood, it isn't a question of talent. Rather, it's a question of priorities and learning 
how to be a pro. Grade: D-plus 
 
Tramon Williams: After starting 20 games in two seasons the Packers should have a 
good feel for him. He can run. He's not afraid of challenges. He's a ball-hawk. He isn't a 
great tackler. He loses track of some deep balls. He has given up 18½ plays of 20 yards 
or more in the last two years, more than any other defender, and 7½ TD passes, which is 
tied for the most with Collins. He makes a lot of mistakes. At this point, he's just a solid 
nickel back. Grade: C 



 
Charles Woodson: Took some leading WRs and TEs right out of the game. Intercepted 
nine passes, including half a dozen that required extraordinary skill. He forced five 
fumbles, four by receivers and one by QB Tony Romo, and four of them were recovered 
by his teammates and one by himself. His 15 turnover-producing plays were three more 
than any Packer has had in the last 20 years. Woodson also was a creative, rugged blitzer, 
a forceful tackler (third on team with 88) and an inspiration to young and old players 
alike. Grade: A 


